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Message from the President: 

STAMPSHOW in Chicago: 
PNC3 annual meeting site 

    The American Philatelic Society’s (APS) annual con-
vention, STAMPSHOW, will be held August 24 through 
August 27, in Hall G (2nd floor) of the Donald E. Stephens 
Convention Center, 5555 N. River Rd, Rosemont IL. This 
convention center is very close to the Chicago O’Hare 
Airport.  Show hours are 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. on Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday.  Sunday hours are 10 a.m. until 4 
p.m..  Admission is free, but you must register and receive 
a badge to be admitted.  You may register in advance at 
the APS website, www.stamps.org, and have your badge 
waiting for you or register when you arrive at STAMP-
SHOW. 
    PNC3 members will be operating our society booth all 
four days of the convention (Thursday through Sunday).  
If you can help staff our booth for any of those days, 
please e-mail me at president@pnc3.org with days you 
will be attending the show.  Our booth always acts as a 
welcome gathering place for PNC3 members and much 
information is exchanged.  At our booth, you may pick up 
dealer price lists gathered for Washington 2006.  We will 
also have on display the power point presentation put to-
gether by the Washington 2006 committee with its many 
interesting images of plate number coils. 
    On Saturday morning the PNC3 Board will meet from 
9-12 a.m.  Interested PNC3 members are free to attend this 
meeting.  Our annual PNC3 membership meeting will be 
from 2-4 p.m. that afternoon.  Many of the newly elected 
PNC3 officers will be in attendance at the annual meeting 
and will be introduced there. Check the show program for 
the exact rooms where these meetings will be held or stop 
by the PNC3 booth for the information. 
    On Thursday and Sunday, I will be giving a seminar on 
PNC3 collecting.  This one-hour presentation is designed 
for those who want to know more about PNC collecting.  
Most in attendance are not PNC3 members, but all are wel-
come. 
                                              (Continued on page 90) 

2006 PNC3 TALLY OF BALLOTS 
   The following report covers the recent election of the 
Plate Number Coil Collectors Club. The officers will be-
gin their terms Sept. 1, 2006 and serve through Aug. 31, 
2008. 

Total Ballots Cast: 201 
    

President — Ron Maifeld                  201 
Vice-President  —Thomas McFarland   164    
     Eric Russow      35 
Secretary — Daniel Farrar    196 
Treasurer — Harvey Wales    193 
At Large —   Gary Davis         99 
          Andrew Jakes    172 
          Edward Wigger    115 
  
    Please note: Several ballots omitted votes for one or 
more candidates and one ballot marked both candidates 
for vice-president. Only this office was not counted. 
Respectfully submitted, 
The Ballot Committee 
Robert Hubsmith, Rob Loeffler, Robert Moskowitz 
 

 Auction lots due by Aug. 19 
    Auctioneer Joe Sedivy has called for lots for the Octo-
ber auction of  the Plate Number Coil Collectors Club. 
    Joe needs to have all of the lots in his possession by 
Aug. 19. This will allow time to set up the auction and 
supply the list for the October issue of Coil Line. Do not 
wait until the last minute to mail the lots to Joe.  
 
Regional meeting Oct. 14 at SESCAL 
    A regional meeting of the Plate Number Coil Collectors 
Club has been called for Saturday, Oct. 14 at SESCAL. 
The show is held at the Radisson Hotel at the Los Angeles 
International Airport Friday through Sunday, Oct. 13-15. 
    The meeting is scheduled from noon to 2 p.m. The 
meeting location will be available at the show. 
    Jack Wasserman is in charge. 
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Stampshow 
(Continued from 89) 
PNC3 has asked APS for a frame to re-display the one 
frame exhibit that the Washington 2006 Committee put 
together for that show. 
    I will be at the show all four days.  Please stop by our 
booth and say hello. 
                                                      — Frank Covey 
 

Three Egret Coil Plate Numbers  
Prove Elusive - The Real Story 
By Doug Iams 
    In the July 3, 2006 Linn's Stamp News there was an 
article about these stamps that only told part of the story 
and contained several errors. 
    Three of the plate number combinations used to print 
the Sc. 3829 37c Egret coil have proven very hard to find.          
Those plate numbers are V2121, V3211 and V3221.  For a 
number of months after the V3212 was first reported, it 
was also on that list, but eventually significant quantities 
surfaced. 
    According to data obtained by Richard Nazar through 
the Freedom of  Information Act, the cylinder activity data 
from Avery Denison indicates  the V3211 was printed on 
6/16/04, but it was not first reported until 2/28/2005 by 
Chris Landa. 
    Neither the V2121 or the V3221 were listed in the cyl-
inder activity data  reports (which are neither 100% accu-
rate nor 100% complete), so we don't know when they 
were printed, but the V3221 was first reported on  
4/19/2005 by Vic Collinino, and the V2121 was first re-
ported on 7/19/2005 by Bob Murrin.   
    Of those three, only the V3221 has been found in mint 
condition.  The other two are only known in used condi-
tion. 
    The Linn’s article claimed that 36 rolls of 100 of the 
V3221 “were found by a collector who subsequently sold 
them to a dealer."  While the 36 rolls part is accurate, the 
“found by a collector” part is a false story that was circu-
lated on the internet by dealer/writer Steve Esrati who 
very quickly retracted it and replaced it with the true story 
that dealer Mike Lipson found the rolls. 
    In fact, Mike found the rolls in two different finds two 
months apart in Virginia in 2005.  In the first find, all the 
rolls had the VP die cut, but the second find included three 
PV rolls.  He was led to the general locations of the finds 
by postmarks on used copies.  Many of the Post Offices 
that he checked did not have the V3221 and even when he 
did find the V3221, other rolls in the same PO were one of 
the common numbers, V3222. 
    The only other mint find of the V3221 involved only a 
partial roll and was rescued from the home of a non-
collecting relative by a collector (who wishes to remain 
anonymous) in January 2006.  The roll, a VP roll,  
was purchased by the collector's relative in southern Vir-
ginia on around September 2005.  The cover in the Linn's 
article was from the same area and timeframe. Since the 

plate number interval on these coils is every 11 stamps, not 
every 10 stamps as stated in the Linn's article, there are less 
than a total of 350 mint V3221 plate strips. 
    Despite my request at the end of my Used 37c Egret Sur-
vey article in the June 2006 Coil Line to “Please don’t add 
up the numbers and say there are only x known copies of 
Vxxxx as I do have a few additional reports of these num-
bers..”, Linn’s did exactly that for the V3221, adding in 2 
more copies they were aware of to “bring to five the known 
37c Snowy Egret coil stamps bearing this tough-to-find 
plate number”.  
    Besides the fact that Linn’s left off the word used, more 
than five are known used.  There are far more than just the 5 
people who were in my survey out there who search mix-
tures and covers. 
    I didn't report the other copies I was aware of then (which 
has increased since then) because the other data I had was 
either out of date or incomplete and I only wanted to present 
up-to-date information that included a full survey of all the 
numbers (but not all searchers) rather than a report of some-
one having a copy of a particular number out of context of 
the other numbers.  The point of the survey was to allow the 
reader to see the relative scarcity of the various numbers (so 
many copies of a number out of roughly 7,500 copies of the 
3,829) and suddenly Linn's turned it into so many known of 
a number.  They are very scarce, but don't delude yourself 
into thinking the ones in the June survey are the only ones 
known. 
 

Letter 
More data on coil separator cuts 
To the Editor: 
To go along with the report of Gerald Blankenship in the 
July Coil Line, here is an accounting of my finds so far: 
3617    V11  2 Lefts and 1 Right 
3617    V24  1 Right 
3617    V46  2 Rights 
  
3829    V1111  2 Lefts 
3829    V2111  10 Lefts and 4 Rights 
3829    V3212  2 Rights 
3829    V3222  2 Lefts and 1 Right 
  
3829A  P44444  1 Right  
  
3968    V1111  1 Right 
      
     The problem is that you also find straight edged stamps 
that come from separator cuts on many PNC's.  Since they 
are less clear as to origin, I just discard them. 
I hope this expands your info base. 
Chris Landa 
APS #54463  Since 1968 
PNC3 #1790 
                                     (Another letter on page 98) 



This and That  by Doug Iams 
 
 
Sennett Weak Tagging 
 
The weak tagging that has been found on some of the Sennett self-adhesive 5c Seacoasts, 10c 
Lions, and 25c Eagles is not the result of the use of the wrong paper.  Rather it is a result of their 
paper manufacturer not completely cleaning out the taggant from the production equipment when 
switching from a tagged paper run to an untagged paper run.  Neither USPS nor Sennett consider 
these to be error stamps since the tagging brightness falls well below the brightness spec for 
tagged paper.  As such, we can probably expect to see more of these in the future.  The Scott 
catalog has chosen not to list them and I am underwhelmed, but you can make your own choice. 
 
10c Clock 
 
On August 4th, the 10c American Clock design will be issued in a WAG coil of 10K.  One of the 
biggest users will likely be the DAV.  The plate number interval will be 14 stamps while the back 
number interval will be 10 stamps, which means the back number on plate number interval will 
be 70 stamps on those rolls that have a # on # (so called even rolls).   
 
Atlas Back Number Freak 
Strips of the Atlas V33333 with an unusual series of ghost back numbers were found in a dealer’s 
stock at Washington 2006.  In the example pictured below from Frank Covey’s collection, a 
normal 04780 back number is located behind the first stamp of the strip, but then a partial 047700 
ghost appears behind the second stamp (first and second counting when viewing from the stamp 
side).  There are also traces of numbers behind the other three stamps not pictured.  The 
explanation from Avery is that the back number ink did not dry as fast as normal and was picked 
up by a roller which then printed it back onto the liner.  The roller was evidently 9 stamps around 
and thus the ghosts were displaced by one stamp each.  The numbers are also located a bit lower 
than their normal middle location for this issue. 
 

 
 
Die Cut Misalignment 
 
On page 2 of the July 17 Linn’s, a used non-denominated 39c Flag was pictured with a large 
misalignment of the die cuts.  Linn’s speculated that this was caused by a poorly machined die cut 
mat.  For the benefit of our members who have joined since May 2004, the actual cause is as 
follows: Sennett (or more specifically Unique Binders) does not die cut the entire height of the 
web all at once.  Instead part of the height is die cut at one station and then the remaining part is 
done at another station.  There is a small overlap and if the second die cut operation is not 
perfectly aligned with the first then a die cut misalignment results.  Mint examples of this 
misalignment are known on the non-denominated 39c Flag S1111 and to a lesser degree on the 
37c Flag S2222. 
                                                                      -91- 





Peak/Valley American Crops 
 

By Frank Covey 
 

In a May 2006 Coil Line article, I discussed how it was sometimes difficult to identify 
what kind of die cut was present by looking at an individual American Crops coil.  The 
difficulty arose because the separating cut that divides one coil from another was often 
not where it should be making it a challenge to tell whether you were looking at a poorly 
centered Valley/Peak (VP) die cut or a Peak/Valley (PV) die cut.  All of the Crops coils 
illustrated in the May article were the VP die cuts. 
 
Shown below is the newly found PV version of the American Crops coil.  It is identified 
by looking at the first feature on the top left hand corner of the stamp and the last feature 
on the top right hand corner of the stamp.  The stamp image must be upright. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the illustrations shown on this page, I have shown two stamps side by side.  Note that 
on the PV version shown above, the long (transition) cut between stamps goes up when 
viewed from left to right while on the VP version shown below, the transition cut 
between stamps goes down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NEW FIND – Peak/Valley American Crops 

ORIGINAL FIND -Valley/Peak Die Cut 
American Crops 
PNC ID 2006-5 



Catalog Corner 

 
 

 
 
 

The Sennett Security Products (SSP) 
self-adhesive denominated Lady Liberty 
and U. S. Flag is the second of three 
expected denominated Lady Liberty and 
Flag self-adhesive rolls of 100.  It pays 
the 39 cent first class rate that went into 
effect January 8, 2006.    
 
The S1111 plate number appears every 
14 stamps along the roll.  There is a 
black 2006 date in the lower left corner 
of every stamp.    
 
SSP also has a gummed perforated 
version of this stamp with plate S1111 
(PNC ID 2006-3). 
 
The self-adhesive coils are packaged in a 
stick format with one coil stacked on 
another, 10 coils high.  Tiny pieces of 
uncut paper known as bridges hold the 
stack together until it is separated.  A 
leader strip, the height of the coil with 
adhesive on the ends, wraps the coil into 
a neat package. 
 
Some PNC collectors save these coils 
stacked two or three high so they can 
illustrate the bridges that connect one 
coil to another. 
 
To save the leader strip with stamps 
attached as shown below, one must 
deaden the adhesive on the back of the 
leader strip and the adhesive residue left 
on the front just before the first stamp.  
A light sprinkling of cornstarch rubbed 
into the adhesive will kill the stickiness 
of the adhesive making the leader strip a 
collectible item. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

39c Lady Liberty &  
U. S. Flag (SSP) (SA) 

Plate S1111 
PNC ID 2006-7 

 

PV die cut 

VP die cut 







COIL LINE 
Published monthly as the journal of 
the Plate Number Coil Collectors 
Club, also known as PNC3. Copy 
must be in the hands of the editor no 
later than the 15th of the month. The 
July issue was mailed June  23. 
 
President: Frank Covey, 16 
Grandview Dr., Macomb, IL 61455 
president@pnc3.org 
 
Distribution: Alan Thomson, P.O. 
Box 91, Northwood, NH 03261 or 
mr.snips@verizon.net  Mailed under 
Bulk Rate permit No. 1, Northwood, 
NH 03261. Contact Alan first about  
which back issues he has in stock. 
 He may refer you to Charles Still at 
23913 Benton Road, Kirksville, MO  
MO 63501 for older issues. Please 
include an SASE. There is a modest 
charge to cover expenses. 
 
Changes of address: Should be sent 
to and membership applications are 
available from Tom McFarland, 
Secretary, P.O. Box 756, Princeton 
Jct., NJ 08550 secretary@pnc3.org 
  
Mailing list:  Rental of the club 
mailing list is available. A one-time 
usage of labels costs $50. Contact the 
secretary (above).  
 
Dues: Are $12 per year ($17 for First 
Class mailing of Coil Line,  $17 for 
Canada and Mexico and $22 for all 
others) and should be sent to Andrew 
Jakes, 2303 Horseshoe Ct., Grayslake, 
IL 60030-9327 pnctreasurer@aol.com 
 
Advertising rates: Are $42 for a  
full page, $24 for 1/2 page and $12 
for 1/4 page per issue. A check or 
money order made payable to PNC3 
must be submitted with the 
advertising copy. All copy should be 
sent to the Editor, 909 Parker St., 
Bowling Green, OH 43402-2107. 
E-mail - halallen@wcnet.org 
 
Members are entitled to two free, 40-
word ads per year. Word ads are 
available at 6 cents per word per issue 
to nonmembers and those members 
who have used their free ads. 

Recap: 
 
Previous membership count        870 
New members                             2 
Deceased                            -1 
New Membership Count           871 

 
PNC3 meetings 
and slide shows 
  A  listing of scheduled Regional and 
Annual Meetings will be published in 
Coil Line.   
  Unitil a new Regional Meeting 
coordinator is appointed, please send 
notices of meetings directly to the 
Coil Line Editor. 
    August 24-27 2006 — PNC3 
Annual Meeting — Stampshow will 
be held at the Donald E. Stephens 
Convention Center in Rosemont, IL., 
a western suburb of Chicago near 
O’Hare International Airport. 
   The board meeting will be held 
Aug. 26 and the annual meeting will 
be from 2 to 4 p.m. Both meetings 
are open to everyone. The location of 
both meetings will be available at the 
show. 
      Registration is free and can be 
done in advance at the APS Web site. 
 
SESCAL, Saturday, Oct. 14.  The 
meeting will be from noon to 2 p.m. 
Show is at Radisson Hotel at Los 
Angeles International Airport. 
Announcements will be sent to all 
California members but anyone may 
attend. Jack Wasserman will be in 
charge, with assistance from other 
members.  

Membership 
Names of applicants are published 
for members to review. Any mem-
ber who questions the suitability of 
a prospective member should 
contact the chairperson of the 
Membership Committee, Janet 
Gillis, 2485 Falmouth Rd. 
Fairlawn, OH  44333-4045 
with the objection.  
The committee will recommend 
for or against membership. 
New applicants: 
 
Luis Friginal (1971) 
9319 Craig Ave. 
Alexandria, VA  22309-3060 
(703) 360-1630 (Day) 
mooneye@cox.net 
 
James R. Mohler (1972) 
1160 Scuffling Hill Rd. 
Rocky Mount, VA  24151-6463 
(504) 581-1335 (Day & Evening) 
 
Deceased: 
Donald L Stark (1025) 
 
Address changes/corrections: 
 
Raymond L. Buse, Jr. (423) 
PO Box 337 
Newtonsville OH 45158 
 
Len Ebersberger (969) 
1021 Yazoo Fishery 
Greensboro GA 30642-4938 
 
Robert E. Thompson (1415) 
4300 Bay Area Boulevard  Apt. 
1127 
Houston, TX 77058-1121 
 
Fred White (1457) 
PO Box 685 
Grantsville, UT 84029 
(435) 884-3111 
imagedad@mac.com 
 
John C. Hubert (1745) 
PO Box 306 
Windham, NY  12496 
 
New/changed telephone 
numbers: 
 
Thomas Babb (1588) 
(336) 201-8107 
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Ads 
29c MT. RUSHMORE Toledo 
Brown #7, F/VF PS 7. $75. Thom-
son, mr.snips@verizon.net or PO 
Box 91, Northwood, NH 02361 
 
USED PNC singles and strips. Send 
for free, updated daily, pricelist. 
Quantity lots plus used booklet sin-
gles. Bob Murrin. PNC3-LM, P.O. 
Box 10100, St. Petersburg, FL 
33733-0100 murrin@gte.net 
 
PNC USED SINGLES, used strips 
and MNH PS5s. Great prices! Visit 
http://www.angelfire.com/ca5/
HimesPNCs or send SASE for de-
tails. John Himes, P.O. Box 453 Cy-
press, CA 90630-0453. 
 
MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED to two 
free 40-word ads per year. Copy must 
be received  by the 15th of the 
month . Ads may also purchased at 
six cents per word per month. Checks 
should be made payable to PNC3. 
Copy may be mailed or sent via e-
mail to halallen@wcnet.org 

SUMMER SALE 
The sheets listed below are all VF++NH  No separations, no weak perforations, etc. 

 
1) Scott #C117 44c New Sweden          $30. 
2) Scott #1633 State Flags                     $8.75 
3) Scott #855 3c Baseball                       $109.50 (This particular sheet is being used with all other related sport is-           

      sues. This stamp was issued over 65 years ago). 
4) Scott #2619 29c Baseball                   $22.00 
5) Scott #2611 29c Olympics                 $16.00 
6) Scott #2647 29c State Flowers          $22.00 
7) Scott#1805 15c Letter Writing         $14.00 
8) Scott#1734 13c Indian Head Penny $29.00  (Sheet of 150 stamps) 
9) Scott# 909-21 Overrun Countries    $205.00 (Including “Korpa” error sheet). 
10) Scott #644 Burgoyne                          $249.00 
11) Scott #C17 8c Olive Airmail              $149.00 
12) Scott #627 Sesquicentennial Exposition Issue $245.00 
13) Scott #C31 50c Airmail-orange         $429.00  (2006 Cat. Value $750.00). 
14) Scott #46 80c Airmail                         $279.00  (2006 Cat. Value $350.00). 
15) Scott #C19 6c Dull Orange Airmail     $199.00   
 

Minimum order $100. Please include $5.00 for certified mail.  
Satisfaction guaranteed. If not satisfied, return for a full refund. 

 
END OF SALE 

 
Raphael Peretz, 147-19 20th Road, Whitestone, NY 11357  PNC# 316 

 

Letter 
Report on rate change issues from off-paper mixes 
To the Editor: 
    I receive used PNCs off paper regularly from four suppliers in New York,  
Missouri, Wisconsin, and Montana.  As of the batch I just finished going through 
here are my findings on the new rate change issues. You might want this infor-
mation for Coil Line.  As you can see, this represents findings from the East 
Coast, Upper Midwest, Mid to Lower Midwest, and the West Coast.  
    There were a few more, but I didn't count damaged in these totals. 
4002   24c    Common Buckeye # V 1111  PVVP      0 
                                                                     VP/PV    2  
3967 ( 39c )  Lady Liberty # S 1111                         22  
3968 ( 39c )  Lady Liberty#V1111  PV/VP              30                                            
    VP/PV              91  
3969 ( 39c )  Lady Liberty # S1111 PV/VP            186   
                                                          VP/PV              33  
3970 ( 39c )  Lady Liberty # P 1111                          24                                       
                                             # P 2222                        68  
3979   39c    Lady Liberty # S 1111                            0  
3980   39c    Lady Liberty # V 1111 w/gap                 1  
3981   39c    Lady Liberty # P 1111                            5  
3982   39c    Lady Liberty #S1111 PV/VP                  0 
    VPVP                               0                  
4005   39c    Crops # S 1111                                      20  
To date, I have not heard of any findings of the denominated Avery 39c Lady 
Liberty # V 1111 in mint condition, let alone used.  
Jim Nelson PNC's 5649 E 100 N Kendallville, IN.  46755-9670  
260-897-3975   260-897-3818 FAX jnelsonpncs@rexnet.net       -98- 






